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INTRODUCTION
Both sorted stone-bordered polygons and nonsorted stone circles were found on a gently
sloping, 3000-m-high tableland adjacent to a
glaciated valley in the Kharkhiraa Mountains.
Neither the formation process nor the physical
relationship between the two observed types
of patterned ground is clearly understood
(Kessler and Werner, 2003). Here I attempt to
relate field observations to models of
development and arrangement of different
types of patterned ground.

Background Geology
Several types of patterned ground were found
on a glaciated plain south of an unnamed
tributary valley of the Kharkhiraa River
Valley (Fig. 1). The polygons are composed
of till rather than bedrock boulders.

Figure 1. Aerial photo (7/2/88) and revised
topographic map of research location.

The stone-bordered polygons are arranged in
contiguous patterns with no stone-bordered
polygons occurring singularly or even in pairs
or small groups separate from large clusters
(Fig. 3a). Within the study area but outside
the polygon fields, boulders are present only
as lone erratics or stone islands. Stone islands
are scarce (Fig. 3b). In a few instances stone
circles form over stone islands (Fig. 3c).

were also observed on the vegetated centers of
certain stone-bordered polygons. There was
no evidence of downslope solifluction of the
mud eruptions. Although the area of transition
between stone circle fields and polygon fields
is narrow, it is marked by irregular stone
circles and stone labyrinth patterns that
modify into polygon forms.

METHODS

Like polygons, stone circles also occur in
continuous stone circle fields (Fig. 3b). Stone
circles generally have flat bare surfaces raised
above vegetated perimeters that usually slope
no greater than 20 cm downward into
vegetated trough spaces. In certain cases a
wet mud erupts through the bare surfaces of
stone circles forming mud boils. Mud boils

Trenches were dug across one polygon and
two stone circles. At a depth of 1m the
trenches flooded with ground water, and
trenching was discontinued. Permafrost was
not reached. Also, an area of sloping,
irregularly patterned ground was mapped.
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Figure 2. Trench cross sections: 2A) polygon, 2B) stone circle “a,” 2C) stone circle “c” photograph with
superimposed cross section description.

composed entirely of openwork gravel (Fig.
2B and C). The terrain mapped on the valley
lip moraine comprises a distorted pattern of
stone labyrinths, stone islands, and irregular,
sorted polygons.

RESULTS
The polygon borders form wedge-shaped
stone domains in cross section. Intermediate
zones with clasts suspended in soil matrix
descend below the soil-centered polygon. The
soil domain consists of an O-horizon and a tan
soil horizon, both free of clasts. Below these
layers lies an area of involutions and scattered
but few (<10) boulders and cobbles (Fig. 2A).
The polygon stone domains are composed of
boulders decreasing in size from the surface
downward. At the surface, median boulder
size is 35 cm measured along the long axis.
The stones beneath the surface boulders have
median long axis lengths of 23 cm. The
median diameter of all stones below these is
11 cm. Most of the surface stones of stone
islands are composed of large cobbles and
small boulders with long axes of 15-30 cm.
No stone islands were trenched.

DISCUSSION
Integral to a discussion on varying forms of
patterned ground is a brief synopsis of
terminology. Washburn (1980) divides
polygons into sorted and non-sorted polygons,
sorted polygons having stony borders and
centers of fine material and non-sorted
polygons lacking stone borders. Similarly,
Washburn divides circles into sorted and nonsorted circles with non-sorted circles also
lacking stone borders (Washburn, 1980).
Kessler and Werner (2003) use the term stone
islands to indicate patterned ground with
formative conditions equivalent to those of
sorted circles and sorted polygons. Stone
labyrinths are defined as open ended, distorted
stone circles that do not display a regular
pattern.

The median stone size beneath a stone circle is
2 cm, though there are several cobbles no
greater than 14 cm across. The cobble cores
of stone circles are either suspended in a soil
matrix with patches of openwork gravel or
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For our purposes, a new term is necessary to
describe non-vegetated, bare circles of stones
lacking stony borders. This pattern consists of

The hypothesis presented in this model is
important for describing the spatial differences
between stone circle fields and polygon fields
in the study area as well as the formation of
stone labyrinths on the moraine.

Figure 3b. Stone circle field with erratics visible in the
middle ground. Small stone island in the lower left
corner is ~1m across.

Kessler and Werner (2003) describe the
formation of polygons and stone islands as a
three-part process. Initial exhumation of
stones is due to frost heave and frost pull
towards the freezing front as described by
Washburn (1980). Once at the surface, stones
creep toward areas of low relief. With
continual transport of material from soil
domain centers toward the stone-soil interface,
a confining pressure is exerted on the stone
islands, stretching them out along domain
axes. The linking of these stretched axes
forms sorted polygons.
Field observations associate a decrease in
stone size with the transition from polygonal
patterning to stone island patterning. This
gives credence to the Kessler and Werner
(2003) model if stone islands are defined as
similar features to stone circles. Stone islands
show a larger median stone size than stone
circles and a smaller median stone size than
stone-bordered polygons. Stone islands might
comprise an intermediate pattern between
stone-bordered polygons and stone circles.

Figure 3a. Polygon chosen for trenching. The long
axis of the polygon soil domain is 6 m.

Since the stone circle form is not dealt with in
the literature, it is difficult to assess whether
the genesis of this pattern has a greater affinity
to the heave related processes of sorted
polygons (Washburn, 1980) or to the diapiric
processes of mud boils (Boike et al., 2002).

stones surrounded by fines; however, it is
unclear whether this pattern is similar to the
pattern of stone islands. For lack of an
intermediate term, this form of patterned
ground will be described as stone circles.
Using patterned ground model simulation,
Kessler and Werner (2003) describe the
transition from sorted circles to labyrinths to
stone islands as due to the decrease in stone
concentration when a non-dimensional
coefficient of lateral confinement remains nil.
In the same model the transition from stone
islands to sorted polygons, a patterned ground
species genetically related to sorted circles, is
described as due to the increase in the model’s
coefficient of confinement. An increase in
this coefficient represents a decrease in soil
compressibility and an increase in stone size.

Figure 3c. Stone circle forming in the center of a stone
island. Scale card is 15 cm long.
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While soil diapirism due to vertical and
horizontal pressure differentials in thawing
soil can account for mud boils, it does not
explain the concentrations of coarse material
surrounded by fine material that comprise
stone circles. Nor is it clear how wet mud boil
material ascends diapirically through dry stone
circle medium (Hallet and Waddington, 1991).
The relationship of stone circles to mud boils
is tenuous at best.

would not be enough to separate stones from
soil in a convection system.

CONCLUSIONS
In assuming stone circles and stone islands are
genetically similar and only marked by
differences in stone size, it is possible to
confirm the results of Kessler and Werner’s
(2003) simulation of patterned ground
formation from the observations made in this
study. It is clear that an important difference
between sorted polygons fields and stone
circles / stone islands fields is stone size. The
model predicts the transition from sorted
polygons to stone islands with the decrease in
soil compressibility and stone size.

Alternative hypotheses for the formation of
sorted polygons include thermal contraction
cracking followed by infill of stones attracted
by the rearranged thermal gradient and frost
front pattern (Williams and Smith, 1989;
Davis, 2001) and convection cells in the active
layer (Gleason et al., 1986). Neither of these
hypotheses seems fit for this study site.
Thermal contraction fails to explain the
narrow transition from polygon fields to stone
circle fields. A contraction model across the
small study area would not explain why the
sorted polygonal pattern would not be
continuous across both the large stone domain
and the cobble dominated domain represented
by the polygon fields and the stone circle
fields respectively. With respect to
convection, Williams and Smith (1989) point
out that the forces produced from the density
dissimilarities due to marginal temperature
differentials along the uneven ground surface

The model also predicts that stone islands will
transition to stone stripes as the hillslope
gradient increases beyond ~10˚. The local
slope of the mapped moraine (Fig. 4) is 12˚;
however Kessler and Werner (2003) do not
discuss the effect stone size has on the
formation of stone stripes. Otherwise,
observations of sorted patterned ground in the
Kharkhiraa Uul validate the model.
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